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E lboiu Room: krieties of Free Will VVo?-th WLI nting. By 
Daniel C. Dennett. Cambridge, Mass. and London: M I T  
Press. 1984. 

This  is a book about free will, or, more precisely about the philo- 
sophical "problem" of free will. Dennett believes that this problem is 
largely the making of the philosophers who have thought about free 
will. Overly simplified analogies, created by the "intuition pumps" of 
these philosophers, have led to a set of worries and confusions which 
together constitute the problem. When these analogies are carefully 
examined, the worries and confusions dissolve. When this dissolution 
is achieved, little if anything of the problem remains, although the po- 
tential for new variations on the anxiety-causing intuitions is abiding. 
Dennett allows, however, that when all the confusion has been 
stripped away there may remain a substantive philosophical issue. 

The  anxieties and worries which generate the free will problem 
arise because rejecting free will seems to threaten many things we 
hold dear: our sense of self-esteem, human dignity, moral responsi- 
bility, and human aspirations. The ~arieties of free will worth wanting 
a re  those connected with these values. Once confusions generated by 
owrsimplified analogies are seen for what they are, we can be com- 
fortable with a nat~aralistic, scientific account of human beings within 
which a compatibilist, if not determinist, account of free will is at 
home. Mysterious, metaphysical doctrines about agent causality or 
contra-causal freedom can be safely discarded without threat to the 
varieties of free will worth wanting. - 

The  main technique Dennett uses for exposing the confusions and 
unwarranted fears generated by philosophers' oversimplified intui- 
tions and analogies is his ample and nuanced presentation of rele~ant 
parts of a naturalistic, scientific account of human beings. Dennett's 
development of this account comprises much ofthe argumentation in 
the book. It is a witty, informed, and insightful-though at times 
speculative and sketchy-discussion of how a sophisticated, evoiu- 
tionary explanation of human beings accounts for such things as 
practical reason, self-controt, agency and deliberation, 

This discussion is complemented by creative analyses of key notions 
in the free will discussion--concepts like contn-ol and avoidance. The 
presentation of the naturalistic view of human beings together with 
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these anaEyxssett the stage for den nett"^ argument against what he 
calls the "'could have done otlaerwise principle," and ibr his cornpati- 
bilise interpretation of' moral responsibiiit): 

HPennete's case is not easilv summarized, because its power depends 
preciseiy on its nuance and detail. It seems to me that he succeeds in 
showing that the nati~raliseic story about laurnan beings does not pres- 
ent the threat to human dignity which the oversiniplifiecl intuitions of 
philosophers might suggest. Such bugbears and bogeymen as the in- 
x.isiblejailer, the nehrious neurosurgeon, and the cosmic child whose 
coys 11-e are, while truly fearful poss~bilities, are not generated by a 
properly nual~ced naturalistic story. Quite the contrary: such a story 
112s the resour-ces to keep them and all their kin in their proper 
place- to reveal them as conjured-into-being ovea-sinrlplified models 
of determinism. 

What is less compelling in Dennett's argument is his formulation of 
the fr-ee aviil problem, and his handling of some of the key contentions 
of defenders of the incompatibiiist conception of free will. 

Foa; ~irhen the naturalistic, compatibilist story has been told in all its 
persuasive detail, and the dissolution of conflusion and exorcism of 
bugbears thmroughly executed, those inclined toward incornpatibil- 
isnm, thus eniightened, are likely to remain uneasy. Their worries and 
anxieties may well be calmed, but their concern that Dennett's story 
is true will remain. For inconrpatibilists, whatever fears may motivate 
their concern, belie\;e that the issue of free wili is not silalgly a ques- 
tier? of dPfendillB tEiw cherish, bGt of the :yay hhutan beings 

L, 

are. Their- argusnents are not of the form: if 12.e deny free will, then 
- .  w c  .- lose things we cherish, so let's not deny it. They are of the r'ornl: 

the data of human experience and their analysis require us to amrm 
free avtll ,  so it is unreasonable not to affirm it. The concern, in short, 
is not xvitl~ the Pi-ee will eve want, but with the free will we are required 
by the data, their analyses, and the rules of inquiry to affirm. Dennetk 
has not si:own that all the premises in arguments of this kind are in 
fact accepted only because of unwarranted fears, nor has he shown 
ti-rat a naturalistic, compa.tibilise account sufficiently covers the data so 
as to make era tu i to~~s  the inference to free will. 

U 

Dennett's dismissal of Chisholm's view on agent causality is a case 
in point. Chisholm maintains that if human beings are responsible, 
then i.;laen a human acts. he or she is a arirne mover unmoved. 'Tn 
doing what we do, we cause certain events to happen, and nothing- 
or no one--causes us to cause those events to happen." (p. '76) Den- 
nett thinks that this is "obscure and panicky metaphysics." But he 
recognizes that if this judgrr-aent is to be more than laanle calling, he 
must provide a naturalistic account which not only explains agency 
birt reveals the illusory character of the intuitions supporting Ghish- 
o h ' s  '\vision". 

Dennett maintains h a t  Chisholm's visio11 of the self is a sort of cog- 
nitive ill~isioii caused by two factors. The  first of these is that in 
agency there is sontething like an illusion of scale. There is a magni- 



fication of effects by the nervous system. The switches which control 
output factors of the person-such factors as our mouths: arms and 
legs-use very. little input energy in controlling processes ~vlmiclm ex- 
pend observably dramatic amounts of energ): .The secoild factor 
causing the cognitive illusion is the fact that much of the processing 
of information is invisible. "We see the dramatic effects leaving: we 
don't see the causes entering; {.ire are tempted by the hypothesis that 
there a re  no causes." (p. 77) Further, these causal paths are no less 
invisible to introspection than to an outside observer. Dennett goes 
on : 

Ar-e decisions ~~oluntary? Or are they tliirlgs that happen to us? FI-orn 
some fleeting vantage points they seem to be the preeminently volun- 
tary moves in our lives, the instants at which rve exercise our agency to 
the f~dlest. But those same decisions can also be seen to be strangel) out 
of our control. TVe have to wait to see how we are going to decide some- 
thing, and when we tlo decide, our decision bubbles up  to conscious- 
ness from we know not where. We do not witness it being rnczrip; rve wit- 
ness its urrivnl. (p. 78) 

Of course, incompatibiiists believe that one cannot predict even 
one's own free choices before one makes them. Furthermore, there 
may ~vell be "decisions" of the kind Dennett describes here. Rut surely 
these a re  not the kind of decisions on which claims about agent caus- 
ality are based. These decisions are not experienced as simply the ar- 
rival of' settled state of mind and will in the absence of awareness of 
what caused the termination of the earlier state of irresolutiori. They 
are experie~iced as the person's own settling of the issue, as one's set- 
tling the matter by making a choice of one over other possibilities. 
T h u s ,  while one's experience includes the negative ele~nelmt of not 
being aware that anything eise settled one's decision except one's own 
choice, this negative elemei~t is not simple ignorance of the causes: 
one experiences one's decision as the cause. 

No~vhere in the book could I find a recognition of this positive as- 
pect of the experience of choosing, or even an ackno~vledgement that 
incolnpatibiiists think tliere is such a component to their experie~lce. 
m 

1 here is only the reference, quoted in the above passage, to what ap- 
pears from certain fleeting vantage points. Dennett discusses cases 
where it is unclear whether one actually made a decision, and cases 
where one cani~ot pinpoint the time at ~vhich one's ~rrinci became set- 
tled. (p. XU) He also discusses a smoker rvho should but does not quit; 
this person's behavior can be explained in one of only tnTo ways: as 
caused either by self-deception or by weakness of will. (p. 106) KO 
doubt tliere are cases like these, but there also appear to he cases in 
~vhich the experience is as I have suggested, and these are the cases 
csn which claims about agent causality are based. 

Thus ,  there is, or seenis to be, a n  abvareness of oneself as active 
which is not a cognitive illusien, rmot simply an exploiting of a cogni- 
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iive vacuum by filling it  in with a magical, mysterious, active self. (p. 
'79) 

Of course, this experience wiil laa~ve to be treated as like an illusion 
b; the naturalist. Brat Dennett has not given even a hint of how what 
seerris to ise part of experience is really the creation of a diagnosable 
illusion. But if this aspect of the experience is not a diagnosable illu- 
sion, but must srill be dismissed as illusory Dennett's conception of 
tire free problem is in trouble. Here is something which he does 
not Fvant. but seems to he given in experience-something which 
should continue to trouble one who accepts Dennett's naturalism 
even after a11 the bugbears have been exorcised. For the naturalistic 
compatibiiist rnust admit that his account requires that a common 
part of the experience of many people must be dismissed as illusory 
just beca~nse it conflicts with the story. The substantive philosophical 
issue about how to deal with certain difficult data remains. 

Dennett seems to recognize that there is a substantive philosophi- 
cal issue concerning what he calls "the coetBd have done otherwise 
principle," the proposition that one is free and responsible only if one 
couid have done otherwise. For he argues that this proposition is 
false. But even here Dennett regards his own distinctive contribution 
ro the discussion to be the further point that nobody is really inter- 
ested in the incompatibilists' sense of "could have done otherwise;" 
the freedom connected :vith this notion is, presumabIy, not among 
the irarieties worth wanting. 

Dennett chinks there are clear counter-examples to the could-have- 
done-otherwise principle. One of bi-anltbrt's examples of over-deter- 
mirrae!on is presented and endorsed, but with the recognition that the 
incol~mpatibil-lst can "try for a patch," and evade the force of the ex- 
ample. The example is of a person wl-io decides to do something, but 
cordd not iaave done otherwise because, had the person chosen not to 
do it, another agent tvould have caused him or her to do it anyway. 

It seems to me, however, that the incompatibilist response to this ex- 
ample is not evasive tinkering. The person in question may not have 
been able to cio otherwise, but he or she could have chosen otherwise, 
as the exaaalple admits. It is this possibility of choosing otherwise to 
whiclm the incompatibilist is committed. 

Dennett's own examples fare no better. He presents the case s f  Lu- 
ther's famous statement: "Here 1 stand. E can do no other." As Den- 
nett notes, H,nther was not trying to duck responsibilities. Quite the 
opposite. 

But Luther's statement is ambiguous. Did he mean to express his 
sense of obligation to take the stand he took? If so, perhaps he could 
have done otherwise in the relevant sense. Or did he mean that, ha17- 
ing co~nmitted himself as he did, he was resolute in the choice he 
made! Or did he mean that he never had a choice to make concerning 
the matter of his religious stance? If this last sense is clearly distin- 
guished from the others, and is taken to be LutBmer9s naeaning, then it 



is not so clear that either he or we would hold him morallv res~onsible , A 

for the stance he took. 
Similar observations apply to Dennett's other examples: surely 

there are people ibr whom some actions are just out ofthe question- 
not live outions. And this is often to their credit. Dennett is correct in 
thinking that part of the point of moral education is to rule out-to 
render unthinkable-some possible actions. But this says nothing 
about people who do face options rvhich they ~vould not face $sere they 
better educated or integrated. For them rejecting such temptations is 
doing good when they could have done otherwise, and that is to their 
nloral credit. More important, Dennett has not shown that we would 
regard as morally praiseworthy persons who could not have done 
other than the good they did, if these persons never made a choice, 
for example, to accept and internalize the moral education which 
ruled out ille bad alternative. 

Dennett's attempt to show that the incompatibilist account of the 
could-have-done-other~vise principle is not anything people are inter- 
ested in, has difficulties like those invohed in his rejeciion of agent 
causalitv. He argues that no one could know that one could have done 
otherwise in th i  incompatibilist sense, and that this should be sur- 
prising because the information involved is taken to be so humanly 
significant. (pp 135- 136) 

He supposes that in order to know that one could have done oth- 
erwise, one must be able to compare two situations which are exactly 
the same. Since no two situations in a person's life are exactly the 
same, it is impossible to know that one cduld have done otherwisk. (p. 
136) 

But the inconlpatibilist need not accept Dennett's supposition. The 
meaning of "could have done othermisen is instantiated in a single 
choice situation: one faces options and settles the matter by one's own 
choice. Since the choice is free, one can choose either option, and 
after the fact can correctly say that one could have chosen otherwise. 

Of course, in a given case,' a person may be mistaken in thinking 
that a choice was free. Some factor which determined the choice 
might come to light after the fact, or careful consideration of the ex- 
perience itself might reveal some determining factor. On the basis of 
this kind of reflection people can have considerable confidence that in 
a given situation they could or could not have done otherwise. Only 
the acceptance of a naturalistic account of human agency can justify 
general skepticism about the results of such inquiry. 

Dennett goes on to argue that even if we could know wiletiler one 
could have done other-wise, by way of a divine revelation perhaps, that 
information ~vould be useless. For knowing that one could have done " 
otherwise in a given situation would not tell us anything about the 
person's character or anything useful for f~ i ture  planning. (pp. 137- 
13 8) 

But this information 5vould tell us something important from the 
lncompatibilist point of view: that the perscrn was responsible in a full 
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and distirzctive sense for his or her action. That surely is relevant to 
one's willingness to praise or to punish in the incompatibilist under- 
standing of these activities-an understanding not rendered empty 
by the fact that Dennett can provide an alternative account of moral 
responsibility. Further, from the incompatibilist point of view a per- 
son's free choices are not irrelevant to the estimation of the person's 
character. Choices are the key factors which establish a person's moral 
character and identity. 

In short, Dennett's book is a useful propaedeutic to the free will 
problem. But not more than that. Illcompatibilist resistance to a nat- 
rlralist account of human beings is not simply a tissue of anxieties 
which dissolve when oversimplifications are unmasked. Substantive 
philosophical issues remain even when the naturalistic, compatibilist 
account is fully spelled out. Dennett fails to recognize the extent to 
which these issues remain because he does not take sufficient account 
of the data from which the incompatibilist account begins. This same 
oversight flaws his efforts to resolve the substantive issues he does rec- 
ognize. 
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